High quality Zn x Cd 1-x Se quantum dots useful for medical imaging were synthesised by high temperature or embryonic nuclei-induced alloying technique by incorporating varying amounts of Zn precursor into CdSe nuclei. The prepared Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanoparticles were digested in acid and the amount of metal ions present in the solution were determined by electroanalysis and AAS techniques. It was found that the Cd to Zn ratio in the prepared nanoparticles matched that present in the reaction solution. A UV-vis and HR-TEM analyses of the quantum dots showed that the Zn-Cd-Se nanoparticles were nearly mono dispersed, had well resolved lattice fringes and remained fully crystalline upon zinc incorporation. As the zinc content increased from 0.25 to 0.67, the nanoparticle size increased from 5.8 nm to 7.5 nm, and the colour of the solution varied from brown to blue. Upon tuning the quantum dots by photodecomposition, in order to produce materials suitable for biomedical imaging applications, it was observed that the nanoparticles remained crystalline, the particles sizes were reduced to a uniform size, and its solution remained permanently blue, while the absorption wavelength remained in the low wavelength region.
INTRODUCTION
Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals, also referred to as quantum dots (QDs) have attracted great attention for their distinguished role in fundamental studies and technical applications (Zhong et al, 2004 ) such as light emitting devices (Colvin et al, 1994; Gao et al, 2000; Schlamp et al, 1997; Tesser et al., 2002) , lasers (Artemyev et al, 2001; Klimov et al, 2000) and biological labels (Bruchez et al, 1998; Chan et al, 1998; Jaiswal et al, 2003; Wu et al, 2003) . Owing to their unique sizedependent photoluminescence tuneable across the visible spectrum, CdSe nanocrystals have become the most extensively investigated QDs (Murray et al, 1993; Peng et al, 2001; Peng, 2002; Qu et al, 2001; Qu et al, 2002) .
A major problem encountered over the years in fabricating high-quality QDs is associated with the issue of precursor materials. This concerns primarily the tendency to form defects and surface-trap states under the employed growth conditions, resulting in low luminescence, low efficiency and stability deficits. Surface-passivation of the CdSe nanocrystals with suitable organic or inorganic materials can minimise this problem by removing the non radiative recombination centres (Kippeng et al, 2008 and Kovalevskij et al, 2004) .
In the last two decades, the main focus has been on the preparation of different colour-emitting QDs with different particle sizes. Little attention has been paid to the fact that different colour emitting QDs can also be made through the control of constituent stoichiometries in alloy nanoparticles. Recent advances have led to the exploration of composition-tuneable emission by changing their constituent stoichiometries in the ternary composite nanocrystals (Harrison et al, 2000; Korgel et al, 2000; Kulkarni et al, 2001; Petrov et al, 2002; Wang et al, 2002 and Yu et al, 2003) .
Along similar lines, medical researchers are developing these materials for use in biomedical imaging applications. Human tissue is permeable to far infra-red light. By injecting appropriately prepared Zn x Cd 1-x Se quantum dots having a wavelength ≤ 450 nm into injured tissues, it may be possible to image the tissue in those injured areas (Chan and Nie, 1998, Bruchez et al., 1998) .
In this work we combined embryonic nuclei-induced alloying and photodecomposition techniques to demonstrate the production of high quality Zn x Cd 1-x Se quantum dots with the required UV vis wavelength ≤ 450 nm for use in biomedical imaging.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Chemicals
Trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 90%), trioctylphosphine (TOP, 90%), hexadecylamine (HDA, 90%), stearic acid (95%), and selenium powder (99.999%) were purchased from Aldrich. 
Synthesis of Zn x Cd 1-x Se Nanoparticles
Cadmium acetate (0.023 g, 0.1 mmol), stearic acid (0.11 g, 0.4 mmol), TOPO (2.0 g) and HDA (2.0 g) were loaded into a 50 ml three necked round-bottom flask. The mixture was dried and degassed in the reaction vessel by heating to 100 o C for 1 hour while flushing the reaction system periodically with a flow of argon. The process of flushing with argon was done 3 times. After 1 hour the reaction temperature was further increased and stabilized at 320 o C with stirring under a continuous flow of argon. 1.0 ml solution of Se (0.039 g, 0.5 mmol) in TOP was swiftly injected into the reaction flask. To this reaction mixture was then added 1. 
Purification of Nanoparticles
The Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanoparticles were purified by precipitation with a mixture of equal amounts of acetone and methanol and allowed to settle by gravity. To make sure that all the reaction precursors were completely removed, the process of separation with a mixture of acetone and methanol and resuspension in chloroform was repeated three times. The pure nanoparticles obtained were dried on a hot plate at 60 o C in a fume cupboard.
Procedure of Photodecomposition of Zn x Cd 1-x Se Nanoparticles 0.03 g of the dried Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanocrystals was dissolved in 15 ml chloroform, and 5.0 ml of the solution was diluted to 30.0 ml with chloroform in a white capped vial. Methyl viologen (98%) was dissolved in methanol and added to the suspension to yield a total concentration of 10 -5 M of viologen ions (MV 2+ ). The suspension was saturated with oxygen and then irradiated for 10 minutes with a light source from the monochromator set at 0.45 watts. Distilled water in a similar white capped vial was placed in front of the vial containing the suspension in order to absorb the heat produced and allow only UV light to pass through. This also reduced the rate of evaporation of the chloroform in the Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanocrystals suspension. After 10 minutes there was a change in the colour of the solution. The UV absorption of these suspensions was carried out on the UV-Vis spectrophotometer.
Digestion
High purity concentrated nitric acid (2.0 ml) was added to a designed safety tube containing dry quantum dots and the resulting solution was allowed to stand overnight. Six drops of high purity concentrated hydrochloric acid was added to the tube. It was heated on a hot plate set at 80 o C for about 2 hours until the solution became clear and contained no more solids. The tube was designed in such a way that the toxic H 2 Se vapour released was forced by argon gas into a concentrated mixture of NaOH and ZnCl 2 solutions. This produced ZnSe that was less toxic and in a form that could be safely disposed of. The digested solution was then diluted for cadmium and zinc ion analysis.
Analytical Protocol to Determine the Composition of Zn x Cd 1-x Se Nanocrystals

Concentration of Zn 2+ in Zn x Cd 1-x Se Nanocrystals
The concentrations of zinc ions in aliquots of the digested solutions of Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanocrystals were determined using electrochemical analysis (ECA) and atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS, UNICAM919, Cambridge, UK 
In the AAS method a zinc calibration was obtained (Figure 2) A mixture containing 5.0 ml each of acetone and methanol was used to precipitate 10.0 ml of purified Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanocrystals from a mixture of nanocrystals and methyl viologen that had been exposed to light. This precipitated the nanocrystals, and the organic layer was carefully separated from the nanocrystals. 5.0 ml of distilled water was added to the organic layer and the resulting mixture shaken and separated with the aid of a separating funnel. The separation gave an aqueous phase and an organic phase. The organic phase was placed on a hot plate set at 70 o C to evaporate off the solvent. A mixture of the Zn x Cd 1-x Se recovered from the organic phase, and the one obtained by precipitation was digested in 5.0 ml of nitric acid and analysed using both electrochemical analysis and atomic absorption spectroscopy. The nanocrystals obtained from the aqueous phase were also similarly analysed. In the control experiment, there was neither addition of methyl viologen to the purified Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanocrystals nor exposure to light. 
RESULTS
UV-Vis Spectroscopy
The UV-Visible absorption spectra of the prepared Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanocrystals are shown in Figure 5 . The shift of maximum absorption to lower wavelength is due to the increasing concentration of zinc in the nanocrystal.
The UV-Visible absorption spectra of the Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanocrystals after photodecomposition study is shown in Figure  6 . The shift in the maximum absorption to lower wavelengths shows that the photoetching process gives rise to smaller particles. This indicates that photoetching is very suited for tuning the size of semiconductor nanoparticles.
Transmission Electron Microscopy
The HR-TEM of the different Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanocrystals prior to photodecomposition is shown in Figure 7 . The HR-TEM result show that the nearly monodispersed Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanocrystals have wellresolved lattice fringes, and that they remain fully crystalline upon zinc incorporation. The particle size as determined by TEM increases proportionately from about 5.8 ± 0.3 to 7.5 ± 0.5 nm with an increase in the zinc content from 0.25 to 0.67. Figure 8 displays the energy dispersive x-ray spectra of the Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanocrystals showing the presence of cadmium, zinc and selenium in the nanocrystals.
Zinc and Cadmium ions in Zn x Cd 1-x Se Nanoparticles
The zinc and cadmium contents of Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanoparticles were determined using AAS and electroanalytical techniques. Table 1 gives the experimentally determined Zn:Cd ratio of the nanoparticles before photodecomposition, while Table 2 gives the Zn:Cd ratio of the same set of particles after photodecomposition. The Cd:Zn ratios of the solution phase prior to decomposition are also quoted. The results of control experiments for the photodecomposition process are shown in Table 3 . Figure 1 that there is a shift to lower wavelengths with the addition of more zinc precursor to the CdSe nuclei. The systematic composition controlled shift of the absorption onset to shorter wavelength is strong evidence for the formation of alloyed nanocrystals via the intermixing of the wider band-gap ZnSe with the narrower band gap CdSe nanocrystal, rather than the formation of CdSe and ZnSe nanocrystals (Suthan et al, 2011) , or core-shell CdSe/ZnSe structures (Kippeny et al, 2008) . If ZnSe nucleated separately, individual absorption peaks for the two chalcogenides would have appeared. The absence of two absorption features rules out the formation of ZnSe nanocrystals; a conclusion supported by the HR-TEM results. Also, if CdSe/ZnSe core shell nanocrystals had formed, the resulting absorption excitonic onset would have shifted to longer wavelength as compared with that of pure CdSe due to partial leakage of the exciton into the shell matrix (Dabbousi et al, 1997; Margaret et al, 1996; Reiss et al, 2002; Xiaogang et al, 1997) .
The HR-TEM in Figure 7 shows nearly monodispersed Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanocrystals, which have well-resolved lattice fringes that have remained fully crystalline upon incorporation of zinc precursor. The particle size as determined by TEM increased proportionately from 5.8 ± 0.3 to 7.5 ± 0.5 nm with an increase in zinc content from 0.25 to 0.67. Alloyed Zn x Cd 1-x Se quantum dots were successfully prepared by the embryonic nuclei-induced alloying process (Yu et al., 2003; Zhong et al., 2004) . The two-step synthetic procedure was designed to separate the CdSe nucleation process from the subsequent seeding growth of the Zn x Cd 1-x Se quantum dots. Small CdSe nuclei seeds were made first, followed by the growth of these nuclei into Zn x Cd 1-x Se quantum dots by incorporating zinc into the existing CdSe monomer. This synthetic strategy was highly reproducible and could be developed into a practical method for commercial applications.
Results of the elemental analysis of the Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanocrystal solutions are given in Table 5 . The ratio of Zn:Cd in the particles matched that in the reaction vessel during preparation. This was a surprising observation because for a normal co-precipitation reaction, the precipitate should have been richer in the cadmium precursor which was the more insoluble component. This could be due to the fact that ZnSe and CdSe were both very sparingly soluble in the solvents and that there was an excess of Se in the synthesis vessel, such that all the zinc and cadmium were present in the particulate form.
Zn x Cd 1-x Se Nanocrystals after Photodecomposition
Prior to photodecomposition, the emission colours of the prepared Zn x Cd 1-x Se solution varied from brown to blue as the zinc content in the CdSe was decreased, while after photodecomposition, the colours remained blue for all the zinc mole fractions.
There are two preconceptions that should be met for alloyed nanocrystals formation and dissolution. The first is that there is no surface segregation. This implies that there is a uniform distribution of the ions in solution thereby giving the same ratio of Cd:Zn in the solution phase and in the particles after photodecomposition. The second is that there is surface segregation in which one element is favoured at the surface. For example in a Cd a Zn b Se nanocrystal, if Zn is the favoured component, then after formation, the Cd:Zn ratio at the surface will be less than a/b and in the core it will be greater than a/b. After photodecomposition the ratio of Cd:Zn ions in the solution phase will be less than a/b and greater than a/b in the particles. This is unlikely because if the particles are fully decomposed and then reform, no quantum dots will result.
Another possible explanation is that the particles are non-uniformly distributed within the shell, while the outer shell contains 50% of either ion. In the formation of Cd x Zn 1-x Se alloyed nanocrystals, there is competition between the maximisation of bonding energy and the minimisation of lattice stress during thermal treatment and this determines the ratio of zinc to cadmium. As a consequence after photodecomposition the zinc fraction in particles in which x > 0.5 increases whilst for particles in which x < 0.5 it decreases. These preconceptions can only be confirmed by further experiments to determine both the mechanism by which zinc is alloyed in the CdSe nanocrystals, and also the Cd:Zn ratio in the Zn x Cd 1-x Se quantum dots that were formed during the alloying process.
However, the results of the photodecomposition studies shown in Table 2 were different from these preconceptions. They were self-consistent, in that, a 1:1 ratio of Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ ions in the solution phase agreed with the change in the composition of the crystals. The results also showed that, by using photon energy of incident light and an electron scavenger, it is possible to etch larger Zn x Cd 1-x Se quantum dots to smaller sizes. The result of the control studies given in Table 3 showed that photo dissolution had taken place. This is because the Zn:Cd molar ratio of the Zn x Cd 1-x Se nanocrystals obtained from the control studies were in agreement with those obtained before photodecomposition took place, and no zinc and cadmium ions were found in the aqueous phase.
Conclusion
In this paper we have shown that Zn x Cd 1-x Se quantum dots can be prepared by the embryonic nuclei-induced alloying technique. The prepared Zn x Cd 1-x Se quantum dots had different UV vis absorption wavelength greater than 450 nm; they had well-resolved lattice fringes; and they also remained fully crystalline upon zinc incorporation into the CdSe nanocrystals. The photodecomposition study clearly showed a lowering of the maximum absorption wavelengths to less than 450 nm due to size reduction of the Zn x Cd 1-x Se quantum dots. We believe that this preliminary characteristic observation on the reduced maximum absorption wavelength on the Zn x Cd 1-x Se quantum dots will be helpful to explore the biomedical imaging performance of the quantum dots. However toxicity studies on these quantum dots are recommended before injecting them into injured tissues.
